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FOREWORD



There is an increasing interest among Member States in the potential for deployment

of smaller nuclear power plant units as energy sources for power production, heat generation,

co-generation of heat and electricity, desalination, etc., and the IAEA has made an updated

survey of the design and development status of small and medium power reactors (SMR)

systems.

This publication presents material submitted by different vendors and organizations

and conclusions drawn from the discussions of these contributions at a number of consultants

meetings and an Advisory Group meeting. In this context, it should be noted that the role of

IAEA is not to promote any particular design or solution, but to provide a forum for the

exchange of information, and to compile reports on the results of such information

exchanges.

The objectives of this report are to provide a balanced review of the current

discussion on SMR potential and common features to both high level decision makers and

technical managers. The report presents a review of the economic market and financial

aspects of such systems. It also provides highlights of the incentives for the developments,

as well as the main objectives and requirements currently under discussion in many Member

States that are interested in nuclear power based on the deployment of small and medium

power reactors.

International co-operation is considered an important and integral part of the

development effort for deployment of nuclear energy for power production and/or heat

applications. Mechanisms for such co-operation and possible activities that could be carried

on an international level are also discussed in the report.

Detailed design descriptions and design status information on the major systems

currently under development, as provided by the different vendors and organizations in

accordance with a specified format, are also provided.

As noted, the role of the IAEA is to provide a forum for information exchange and

to disseminate information to its Member Sates. Member States with existing nuclear

programmes and other Member States with an interest in the future application of these

systems could establish an international consensus on many subjects of mutual interest. This

publication addresses the state-of-the-art that has been attained in the design of small and

medium power reactors, their safety characteristics and development status. It also supplies

information about design objectives, plant design alternatives and regulatory requirements

which are topics that are of prime importance, particularly to developing countries.



EDITORIAL NOTE

In preparing this publication for press, staff of the IAEA have made up the pages from the

original manuscripts as submitted by the authors. The views expressed do not necessarily reflect those

of the governments of the nominating Member States or of the nominating organizations.

Throughout the text names of Member States are retained as they were when the text was

compiled.

The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judgement by

the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities and

institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.

The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as registered)

does not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an

endorsement or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.

The authors are responsible for having obtained the necessary permission for the IAEA to

reproduce, translate or use material from sources already protected by copyrights.
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1. INTRODUCTION



1.1. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

Since the last IAEA Status Report on Small and Medium Power Reactors was issued

nearly eight years ago1, many designs have been introduced and several designs have

matured. The main incentives for these designs have been improvements in safety, reliability

and economics. In response to important commercial developments, the energy range of

small and medium reactors (SMRs) is now taken as being up to around 700 MW.

The purpose of this report is to provide up-to-date balanced technical information to

engineers and scientists involved in the development, design or licensing of SMRs. It brings

out the design approaches and features of SMRs, in particular their simplicity, their larger

flexibility for a variety of applications and the use of passive safety features as fundamental

to the designs.

Part of the report is addressed to policy makers who are planning to evaluate SMRs

it gives to them an overview of the present status of SMR development and the requirements

and situations that would make their deployment most beneficial.

1.2. STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

The bulk of the material in this report is contained in design descriptions of a large

number of SMR projects. This material is contained in chapters 5, 6 and 7. Chapters 2 and

3 give an overview of the SMR field. Chapter 2 discusses the market opportunities, the

constraints and the extent of the development activity. Chapter 3 summarizes the activity on

a national basis and on an application and reactor technology basis and includes a brief

summary of some activities of the international organizations.



A format for the reactor descriptions was developed over several consultancies and

has been followed by all the contributions. The descriptions have been supplied by the reactor

development teams in Members States. The descriptions are structured in the six sections

listed in Table 1.1.

TABLE I.I: STRUCTURE OF THE DESIGN DESCRIPTIONS IN THIS TECDOC



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



1



Design objectives and special features

Design description

The safety concept of the design

Extended design data listing

Design and developmental status

Statement on the economics of the described system.



IAEA-TECDOC-445, Small and Medium Power Reactors (1987).



These areas had to be structured in such a way that they could address different design

approaches and different technology lines (i.e. WCR, OCR, LMCR) efficiently. In order to

give a real impression of the design and development status a special section is dedicated to

this aspect. In addition, the depth of coverage varies according to the design status. Design

descriptions are presented in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 corresponding to detailed, basic and

conceptual designs respectively. References are given at the end of each design description.



2. OVERVIEW OF THE SMR MARKET



2.1. THE SMR POSITION IN 1995



2.1.1. The SMR Market

Energy consumption is increasing all over the world. This is true both in developing countries

and in more developed economies. United Nations estimates indicate that world population is due to

increase more in the next three decades than ever before in a similar period. A reference scenario for

future electricity demand drawn up by the World Energy Conference, Madrid [1] predicts close to

a doubling of the world's generation capacity from 1990 to the year 2010. This growth of energy

demand is dominated by developing countries. There are many places and applications where this

increased demand will be best met by power plants in the SMR range, due to a small grid system or

for application in a remote area or for a special purpose.



The world primary energy consumption amounts to well over 300,000 peta Joules and over

half of that is used as hot water, steam and heat. Only a few nuclear power plants are being used for

heat applications. Heat applications include desalination, hot water for district heating, heat energy

for oil recovery, petroleum refining, petrochemical industries, and methanol production from hard

coal. Clearly nuclear heat production could play a major and important role. Nuclear power at present

is used mainly for electrical power generation which only forms 30% of the energy market. There

have been numerous studies on the use of SMRs for heat applications rather than electrical generation

and some of these studies have shown the SMR option to be viable both technically and

economically [2].

If this expected increase in power demand were to be met from fossil fuel sources, there

would be an increase in the release of CO2 to the atmosphere. There are very strong concerns about

the effect of CO2 and other gases on global warming. Other emissions from fossil fuel combustion

lead to atmospheric pollution and acid rain. Nuclear power clearly has the potential to reduce these

harmful environmental effects and since the projected growth in energy demand is dominated by the

growth in developing countries, there is a large opportunity for reactors in the SMR range.

2.1.2. SMR Projects



With such a range of possible applications in many different parts of the world, a large number

of different R &amp; D and design projects have been set up. Fig 2.1 lists most of these projects, many

of which there are design descriptions in chapter 5, 6 and 7 of this report. Fig 2.2 lists those for

which descriptions have been submitted by the design teams to this report and indicates the status of

their development. LWRs, HWRs, OCRs and sodium cooled reactors all have active development

work in various Member States. Information on other designs can be found in the OECD report on

small and medium reactors [3].

Over the past 30 years there have been many market surveys for SMRs. They have shown a

potential for sales of a large number of reactors before the turn of the century. These estimates of the

market have turned out to be grossly over optimistic but have encouraged developers to continue

their efforts. In spite of a moderate response from the market, there is still a very large development

effort continuing but few of the advanced SMR designs have yet been in operation to demonstrate

their capabilities. Indeed, few of them have been funded through the detailed design stage to make

them ready for construction. They do, however, present a variety of solutions to the problems of
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reactor design for future designers to draw on and to give an impression to purchasers of the

capabilities of current designs, which could be developed to meet their needs.



There is thus a gap between the designs available but not built, and their exploitation in what

appears to be a potentially large market.

2.1.3. Bridging the gap



One possible way of bridging the gap would be for vendors to collaborate on a design to

spread the design and development costs and for users to collaborate to define an SMR requirements

document for particular applications. There have been some notable vendor collaborations in

industrialised countries demonstrating that this is a possible way forward. Requirements documents

have been produced for power generation and requirements have been harmonised on a regional basis

(Asia, Eastern Europe and North America). Developing Member States having similar technological

and financial circumstances could establish their version of requirements for an identified market.

Such requirements could be taken up in some of the developing projects to increase their prospects

for constructions.

2.2.



INCENTIVES FOR DEVELOPMENTS



Small and medium size reactor development has many incentives; some are economic others

are safety related. The motivation for these developments has included the need to influence public

acceptability of nuclear power. The simplicity of reactor designs should improve the transparency of

their reactor safety. Another incentive to SMR development has been its suitability for the

implementation of new design approaches. Innovative and evolutionary designs with novel features

have been implemented in the SMR range. A passive safety approach has so far been the technology

of small and medium reactors. Some Member States have been or are interested in SMR

developments since TMI and Chernobyl as an answer to utility, as well as public requirements, in

particular to safety and public acceptance issues. The economics of nuclear reactors are summarised

in Appendix I. SMRs have particular characteristics which can enable them to be economically viable

in spite of losing the advantage of the economics of scale. These economic incentives are included

in the list below.

The incentives for the development of SMRs can be summarised as follows:

Simpler design,

An SMR can be modularised more easily and constructed in a shorter time than larger

plants, thus reducing constructions costs (including interest during construction) and

generating earlier revenues.

Increased safety margins leading to a longer grace period,

Passive safety features simplify the design and attain the required safety objective in

a different way compared to large plants with more active safety systems. This could

reduce cost and simplify the presentation of the safety of the reactor to both

regulatory authorities and the public.



Lower severe core melt frequency and minimum accident consequences.
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Better match to grid requirements,

SMRs can provide a better match to small grids or to a slow growth of energy

demand.

Better use of nuclear industry infrastructure and manpower skills in countries with smaller

nuclear programmes.

One 600MWe unit every 2 years is preferable to one 1200MWe unit every 4 years.

SMRs could open up energy markets,

There is interest for process heat, desalination, district heating and oil extraction as

well as power generation.

Easier multi-unit siting and bulk ordering,

Economies of series and collocation.

Lower financial risk due to:

lower financing requirements per unit,

shorter and better predictable construction schedule.

2.3.



OBJECTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR SMRs



Development or deployment of SMRs will take place in a programme which includes some

aspects of the following general objectives:



1.



The size of reactor is appropriate to a geographical location, distribution network or

application.



2.



It should be economic within the constraints of the other objectives.



3.



It must be demonstrably safe and licensable.



These general objectives are applicable to reactors of any size but there are particular aspects

of reactors in the SMR range which help in meeting them and which are worth repeating.
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1.



Size. SMRs are appropriate for remote regions with limited load. They are

appropriate for utilities with small grid systems. They are appropriate for some

dedicated applications such as desalination, district heating or process heat possibly

in a co-generation mode.



2.



Economics. SMR designs all claim simplification of design to reduce costs and offset

to some extent the economies of scale. Modularisation allows a greater element of

factory construction and assembly and is generally less expensive than work on site.

It leads to shorter construction times and savings in interest during construction. The

reduced capital requirements compared with large plants may well be attractive to

purchasers.



3.



Safety. Most SMRs make extensive use of inherent safety features and passive safety

systems. Such systems are appropriate to SMRs and are harder, if not impossible, to

engineer on large reactors. They tend to be simpler than active systems resulting in

a simpler safety case and easing the problems of public acceptability.



While objectives provide for general and long-term applicable targets for nuclear reactors of

present and future designs, requirements provide more specific, clear and complete statements by

utilities in a given country. The requirements are usually grounded on well proven technology and

long experience of commercial operation. The design requirements usually take into consideration

problems of the past and incorporate new features assuring simple, robust, and more forgiving

designs. It also provides for a common ground for regulators and vendors on licensing issues. Well

defined requirements agreed upon by regulators, vendors and utilities provide for investor confidence.

The design requirements usually cover the whole plant (i.e. NSSS, BoP, safety systems etc.) and

provide clear specifications with regard to performance, maintainability and plant economics. Clearly

such requirements are specific to a given type of reactor. Taking into consideration infrastructure and

experience, requirements in most Developing Countries and some Industrialised Countries are

expected to be easily fulfilled by a small or medium reactor.



REFERENCES



[1]



Draft Summary Global Report, World Energy Conference, Madrid ( 1992)



[2]



International Atomic Energy Agency Nuclear Applications for Steam and Hot

Water Supply, IAEA-TECDOC-615, Vienna (1991).
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Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, Small and Medium

Reactors: 2 volumes, OECD (1991).
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3. PROGRAMMES FOR SMR DEVELOPMENT



3.1.



CURRENT ACTIVITIES IN MEMBER STATES



Nuclear energy plays an important role in supplying a significant portion of the world

electricity demand. Reactor generated heat has been utilized in several parts of the world for district

heating, process heat application, and seawater desalination. It should be noted here that over 50%

of the world energy demand is utilized for either hot water or steam production. Such processes could

be carried out more efficiently and cleanly utilizing nuclear energy. In spite of the slow down or

stoppage of nuclear programmes in many Member States in the last decade, utilization of nuclear

power is picking up momentum at various bases in South East Asia, Eastern Europe and the Russian

Federation.



Some South East Asian countries believe strongly that nuclear power will be a principle

source of energy for years to come. Small and medium reactors form a major part of this activity.

The People's Republic of China has a well developed nuclear capability having designed, constructed

and operated reactors used in submarines. These reactors can be regarded as SMRs and the skills

needed to implement them are the same as those needed for terrestrial power plants. China has some

10,000 nuclear engineers in three major centres in different parts of the country as well as other

centres which make a major contribution. There is a particular interest in small power generation and

district heating reactors to help ease the current enormous logistic problems in distributing 1.1 billion

tonnes of coal around the country each year. A 300 MWe PWR (QP300) has been in operation for

three years and two 600 MWe reactors are under detailed design and site preparation. All three

reactors are of the evolutionary reactor type. Longer term plans call for development of a 600 MWe

passive system (AC600). A 5 MWt integrated water cooled reactor has been built and operated for

five winter seasons (since 1989) for district heating. Another purpose of the 5 MW reactor is the

development work for other applications such as desalination. A 200 MWt demonstration heating

reactor construction has been started aiming at start of operation by the year 1998. A 10 MWt high

temperature gas cooled reactor for process application is also under construction. The test Module

HTR will be operated by the Institute of Energy and Technology at Tsinghua University (INET) and

is expected to go critical by 1998. The system is used to accumulate experience in plant design,

construction and operation. Several applications, such as electricity generation, steam and district heat

generation are planned for the first phase. A process heat application, to produce methane, is planned

for the second phase.

India has some early reactors of the CANDU type supplied by Canada but India has adopted

a prime policy target of self reliance in nuclear power development, based on heavy water moderated

reactors. Five units of the 220 MWe PHWR type are under construction and all are expected to be

in operation by the year 1997. An additional four units of the same type and an extra four units of a

scaled up 500 MWe type are planned. This would fulfill 57% of phase one of the programme targeted

at 10,000 MWe generated by nuclear power. The main objective is to make maximum economical

use of the uranium natural resources in the first phase. The second phase is planned to utilize fast

breeder reactors fueled by plutonium generated in phase one. A 500 MWe prototype is in the detailed

design stage. India also has large reserves of thorium which exceed its reserves of uranium. The heavy

water reactor with its very good neutron economics is well suited to the thorium/U233 cycle and a

programme of R&amp;D work for phase three, aiming at utilization of the U233/Th cycle in an advanced

heavy water reactor, has been initiated.
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Japan has a high population density and a shortage of suitable sites for nuclear reactors due

to the large fraction of the landmass covered by mountainous terrain. This has led to a preference for

large reactors on the available sites to maximise the power output from them. There is a very strong

and diverse programme of reactor development supported by the big industrial companies, by the

national laboratories and by the universities. Three large industrial companies have developed their

own LWR designs in the SMR range and Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) has

several more innovative designs. Twelve units are under various stages of construction or

commissioning, but only two of the twelve units are in the SMR range. The MONJU fast breeder

reactor (280 MWe), a prototype demonstration plant, started commercial operation in April 1994.

Full scale operation is planned for December 1995. The SIGA 540 MWe BWR started commercial

operation in July 1993. The guidelines of the programme in LWR technology call for improvement

in the use of uranium resources, flexibility in the fuel cycle to allow for long range uncertainty, and

improvement in safety including utilization of passive safety systems. At least seven different designs

are currently being worked on in the SMR range; namely SPWR, MRX, MS 300/600, HSBWR,

MDP, 4S and RAPID. SPWR and the marine reactor MRX are integrated PWRs. The MS series are

simplified PWRs. HSBWR is a simplified BWR. MDP, 4S and RAPID are small sodium-cooled fast

reactors. Preliminary investigations have shown a high level of safety, operability and maintenance.

The economics of these systems have been promising and they are expected to form part of Japan's

next generation of reactors.

Japan has also a development programme where gas cooled reactors in the small and medium

size range are under development. A Hugh Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) has been

under construction since 1991 at Oarai. The 30 MWt reactor will be the first of its kind to be

connected to a high temperature process heat utilization system with an outlet temperature of 850°C.

The system will be used as a test and irradiation facility and will also be utilized to establish the basic

technology for advanced HTGR for nuclear process heat applications. The system is expected to go

critical by 1997. However, the main trend in power generation is still taking the line of larger (10001300 MWe) evolutionary light water reactors. The guidelines of the programme put user-friendliness,

improvement in operability, and flexibility of core design as prime design objectives.



Korea has nine nuclear power plants in operation and has an ambitious programme for the

further development of nuclear power. The country is not well blessed with indigenous resources of

fossil fuel and has to rely on imports. Furthermore 80% of the countryside consists of mountainous

terrain which encourages the installation of large stations to make optimum use of the available sites.

Most of the existing plants are of the PWR type, but, since April 1984, there has been a policy to

install a PHWR (-700 MWe) to give some diversification in supply and operation. A second PHWR

(700 MWe) is under construction and an extra two are in the stage of seeking a construction permit.

Large size PWRs (1000 MWe) are expected to form the main component of nuclear power

installation in Korea well into the next century. The optimal combination of PWRs and PHWRs is

mainly to maximize the usage of the uranium resources through the use of spent PWR fuel in the

PHWR without chemical reprocessing. This choice has been the first phase of a strategy of reactor

development in Korea. The study "The outlook and development strategy of nuclear energy for the

21st century in the Republic of Korea" draws up four different phases. The second phase

recommended a review of several different types including integral PWRs, the CANDU-3 and the

modular HTGR to supplement the programme. The energy sources in this case would be also

considered for other purposes such as district heating. High conversion reactors are recommended

for the 3rd phase up until breeder reactors (the forth phase) become more economically viable with

construction foreseen in 2030. Medium size reactors are expected to play an important role in

technology development specially if the Modular HTGR programme is pushed forward.
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In phase 1 six medium PHWR are expected to be constructed by the year 2006. The mid- size

plant of the PHWR would certainly form part of the Korean power source, but the (PWR) Korean

standard nuclear power plant KSNP with 1000 MWe rating is expected to form the main stream of

the power generation industry in Korea.

Indonesia has a very rapid growth of population spread over 13,000 large and small islands.

There is a clear future potential for reactors in the SMR range. However, the main island has over

half the current population and could take a large station; a feasibility study covering this and all

aspects of Indonesia's possible nuclear programme has been undertaken. The outcome is in favour

of the nuclear power option. 7000 MWe of nuclear capacity is being considered up to the year 2015.

Optimal plant size is being looked at and a large number of 600 MWe units are being considered.

Indonesia has deposits of tar sands for which extraction based on nuclear heating using HTGRs is

being investigated. The first nuclear power programme on public acceptance is being executed.

Thailand has just started a feasibility study on the construction of a nuclear power plant. In

the Philippines the restart of construction of the 651 MWe PWR by Westinghouse is under

consideration.



A particularly interesting stage in the development of the international trade in nuclear power

is a contract between Pakistan and China for the supply of a 300 MWe PWR of Chinese design. In

many other parts of the world the commitment of money needed to bring small reactor designs to the

stage where such a contract would be feasible has been lacking.

In the Russian Federation, according to a report-understood to have the endorsement of the

Ministry of Atomic Energy of the Russian Government- the future strategy is drawn up in three

stages. Stage one covers 1990-2000. This period would mainly be concerned with the renovation of

the existing reactors, and the development of a new generation of reactors with enhanced safety as

a prime target. The second stage, covering the following ten years, will see continuation of further

development and evolutionary improvement of existing reactor designs; in addition, prototype plants

incorporating new technology will be designed and constructed. A large scale expansion of nuclear

power utilization is called for. Post 2010, depending on how environmental and fuel supply problems

in the electricity generation industry evolve, the plan calls for a large expansion of nuclear power on

the basis of innovative reactors designed and built in the second stage. There are at present a large

number of SMR types under development in Russia which are all presented as viable projects at



international meetings. It seems likely that there will be a consolidation into a smaller number to take

forward into the prototype stage over the next few years.

The current Russian programme is largely based on 1000 MWe units but the 500-600 MW

range is well represented in the development programme. Two units of 600 MWe each are planned

in the Far East region of the country for the period 2000-2010. Two others in Karel'ska are planned

for the same period.

Russia is a country with a clear scope for the deployment of smaller plants due to its huge land

mass with well separated communities living in areas with harsh winters. The nuclear energy option

seems to have much better economics compared to conventional sources for application in remote

areas, especially for domestic heating. Several reactors of small size (10-30 MW) are planned for

construction around the year 2000.



Eastern Europe has VVER units at the 440 MWe size but for the future larger units are

mostly looked at. The main trend in the region, however, is to improve the safety and I&amp;C systems
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on the reactors currently in operation to bring them to acceptable levels of environmental

performance, reliability and safety.

In Western Europe, almost all utilities have opted for nuclear power plant of the large size

(1000-1500 MWe) if they have opted for nuclear at all. France is the only Western European country

that has maintained a large scale programme of systematic development, installation and operation

of nuclear power. Economic, political or infrastructure problems have caused suspension or

intermittent progress in programmes in other countries. In this climate considerable efforts are under

way also to cover severe accidents as design basis accidents for large and medium sized reactors. On

the basis of several different national development programmes on SMRs, many innovations using

a wide variety of coolants, fuel, containments and safety features have been worked out. SMRspecific development effort in Western Europe has decreased because of reductions in governmental

funding.

The North American nuclear industry has suffered from a lack of orders since the Three Mile

Island Accident and even before that due to problems of insurance coverage against major accidents

amongst other issues. In the USA, the government, working closely with the Electric Power Research

Institute (EPRI), took steps to capitalise on developments within the industry designed to break this

situation. Following a design selection process, the Government is partly financing the reactor

certification process and the costs of first of a kind engineering. In addition to a large reactor design

(ABWR), the AP600 in the SMR range is being supported and aggressively marketed worldwide. In

Canada a preceived need for a simpler, cheaper reactor which could be more easily demonstrated to

the public as safe has led to the development of a smaller version of the CANDU line. Design and

safety requirements for the next generation of reactors have been identified both in Canada and in the

USA by the utilities and governmental agencies. In North America, Medium Size Reactors are

expected to supply a significant nuclear share of electricity. Passive systems in the mid-size range are

being promoted by researchers and vendors. AP600, CANDU 3 and SBWR are the main medium size

reactors designed to fulfill electricity needs for utilities in the USA and Canada. Heat producing

reactors such as SES-10 in Canada, and the TRIGA Power System in the USA are under safety

review and design processing respectively.

In Argentina the work on Atucha 2 (745 MWe PHWR) has continued. Argentina has carried

out a development effort for the design of a small pressurized water cooled reactor "CAREM". The

system has a total power of 100 MWth and it is of the modular integrated type. The basic design of

the system is complete and it is currently undergoing detailed design. Juragua 1 &amp; 2 (440 MWe

VVER) construction plans have come to a halt due to financing difficulties in Cuba.



Middle Eastern countries have identified a strong need both for electricity and for power for

desalination and several of them are looking at the nuclear option. The reserves of fossil fuel are

massive in some countries but in others there is total reliance on imports. The prospects for further

imports may be limited by the policy of the exporting country and there are concerns about

atmospheric pollution. The water problem is confounded by low rainfall, a rising population with

increasing expectations in its standard of living and by a lowering of the water table in the traditional

sources under the desert sands. A study for the North African countries of the economic feasibility

for nuclear desalination has been completed. In Egypt, a feasibility study has been completed for a

medium sized NPP. Nuclear Policy is expected to be based on ordering existing designs in the SMR

range from the world market.
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From information provided by Member States (see Table 3.1), it can be seen that several

nuclear power plants in the SMR range are under construction around the world. These data show

that SMRs could play an important role in many industrialised and developing countries.



TABLE 3.1: SMRs UNDER CONSTRUCTION



Argentina



1



Atuchall



PWR



692 MWe



Expected

commissioning

date

1998



India



5



PHWR220



HWR



220 MWe



1995-1997



Republic of



3



PHWR



650 MWe



1997-1998-1999



PWR



300 MWe



1999



HWR



660 MWe



1995-2001



Country



Number of

units



Name



Type



Power



Korea

Pakistan



1



Romania



5



Slovak



4



Mochovce



PWR



388 MWe



1996



2



AST 500



PWR



500 MWth



1998



Chashnupp



Republic

Russian

Federation



3.2. SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

3.2.1. Passive principles



As mentioned above, the use of safety systems operating on passive principles is a feature of

many SMR designs. The original incentive was to produce designs which could cope with any

accident initiating event coupled with the failure of all engineered safety systems. Reliance would be

on natural processes, such as gravity and natural convection, only. There should be no need for

operator intervention for a long, perhaps indefinite period. Two reactors have achieved this in their

design, the Swedish PIUS reactor and the Modular HTGR. Some information on these designs is

given later. In these two designs, the safety systems are passive both in initiation and in operation.

Other designs need some form of stored energy (e.g. batteries, springs or hydraulic reservoirs) to

initiate the passive systems but are then passive in operation, requiring no safety grade power sources

such as diesel generators. There are thus different degrees of passivity and the recent IAEA document

on reactor terminology has gone to some lengths to include all the different types of system for which

their designers claim passivity [1].

The important feature of all these systems, however, is not their degree of passivity but their

performance and reliability in carrying out the function for which they were designed. All reactors

have to achieve the same standards of safety as a minimum but the passive systems may be able to

achieve this standard more easily provided their performance and reliability can be demonstrated. The

driving forces of natural convection are generally lower than those of pumped circulation systems and
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the flow in natural convection does not always follow the path which a first analysis might suggest.

Programmes of experimental verification are needed (see for example the programmes connected with

the AP600 and SBWR designs). There are further issues on whether a single natural convection

system, relying only on the force of gravity for its operation, is adequate or is some element of

redundancy still needed ?

3.2.2. Dedicated nuclear heating plants (NHP)



The power range of nuclear heating reactors is generally lower than SMR power reactors.

They are rated between 2 to 500 MWth. Apart from the high temperature reactors which are

discussed in section 3.2.5., their supply temperature is aimed mainly at district heating or sea water

desalination and does not exceed 130°C. This corresponds to a primary circuit temperature of

around 200°C, and a power density ranging from 2 to 60 kW/l.

The smaller size and lower pressure resulting from these requirement leads to simplification

of the overall design and allows for the maximum utilization of natural processes.

Simplifications have been achieved through a less massive RPV, through integration of the primary

circuit in the RPV, and in the safety systems and containment. Further simplifications have been made

in the use of natural circulation for normal heat removal (made possible by the large safety margins

in the NHP design) and by the use of passive safety systems.

Over a dozen reactor designs are known worldwide, most of which have originated in



developing Member States. The economics of these reactors, however, can only be justified in remote

regions isolated from a national grid. Only a few of the concepts have been constructed (e.g. AST500 in Russia, HR5 in China and SLOWPOKE in Canada). As a result operational experience has

been limited. It is not expected that all currently proposed designs will be implemented.

A renewed interest in gas-cooled reactors for heat applications is evolving specially in Japan,

China and Indonesia.

3.2.3. Water-cooled and moderated nuclear power plants (NPPs)



It is this area of SMR development to which most attention has been given. Common to most

SMR developments is the pursuit of passive safety systems based on the premise that such systems

are easier to implement in plants smaller than the current 1000 -1500 MWe units and that they will

lead to savings in overall plant cost. The prime objective is to prolong the grace period from the

current 30 minutes, which is commonly required by safety authorities, to a period of several days

before active measures initiated by operators are required for long-term cooling. The grace period

is practically inversely proportional to the nominal thermal power and directly proportional to the

amount of water in the passive cool down systems. The decay heat is removed from the core by

natural circulation. Heat removal from the core cooling water is accomplished by the emergency heat

removal loops which also operate by natural circulation. The ultimate heat sink is either the

atmosphere or large water tanks within or outside the containment.

Designers have sought innovation in the areas of:



Shut-down,

Residual heat removal,

Make up water supply,

Protection against LOG A.

In addition the goal of simplification has been pursued with vigour.
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In the PWR field there have been two main approaches; by development of smaller loop type

reactors or through the integral reactor route. There are more designs of the integral type in the SMR

range (SPWR, MRX, VPBER-600, NHR-200, SIR, SBWR, etc.), but the loop approach (AP-600,

AC-600) is more advanced in terms of market readiness. Boiling water reactors are by their very

nature of the integral type and some of their traditional features, such as pressure suppression

containment systems have been adopted by some of the PWRs.

In the pursuit of more readily demonstrable safety, design objectives have been to increase

the design margins and to enhance operating flexibility in comparison with larger reactors. The SMR

designs envisage larger specific pressuriser volumes and water inventories above the core (in terms

of mVMW). Contributions to these ends are also expected from the lower power densities of the

SMR cores that are 10 to 60 per cent lower than those of their larger counterparts.

Amongst the various designs similar system concepts keep appearing. The following

discussion will therefore look at designs in terms of the design areas listed above.



Shut-down

A common approach is to design the core to ensure that it always has a substantially negative

moderator temperature coefficient (NMTC). The principle means for achieving this in PWRs is to

eliminate, or at least to reduce, the level of boron in the moderator. This leads to use of large

quantities of burnable poison and to installation of more control rods to ensure shut-down at the cold

shut-down state of the reactor. There is also scope to reduce the NMTC by careful attention to the

lattice design parameters. Extra margin to dry-out is often designed for by operating at a lower rating

than in the large reactors and this gives further scope for a tighter lattice. All the PWR designs have

taken steps to keep the NMTC at a low level. Some, for example JPSR and SIR, have gone to the

limit of eliminating boron altogether.



A large negative MTC can lead to difficulty with cool-down accidents such as steam line

break or inadvertent operation of emergency primary make-up systems. The problem can be handled

by ensuring a large coolant inventory, which slows any temperature drop, and by limiting the

maximum rate at which cool make-up water can be admitted.

Residual Heat Removal (RHR)



Residual heat can be removed directly from the primary coolant, through the secondary

system (in a PWR) or from the containment. There is thus scope for diversity without being

extravagant in the complexity of the systems. There will normally be the systems that are used in

normal operation, including shut-down and refuelling, and those provided in the safety grade systems,

which may be passive in their operation. The systems for normal operation require power for their

operation and can be regarded as systems for protection of the investment in the reactor power

station. Almost all the SMRs go for passive RHR safety systems.

Heat may be removed from the primary coolant system by means of a heat exchanger

positioned in the primary vessel and which operates by natural convection to an external heat

exchanger in the atmosphere or in a large tank of water within the primary containment. In some

cases the system requires valve operation to bring it into service while in others it operates

continuously. A valved system may operate in a water solid mode or in a boiling and condensing

mode and will need some form of reservoir to prime it. Where the system operates continuously, so

that there is no problem of start up in an accident situation, there is a steady loss of around 6% of
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heat output which has a significant effect on plant efficiency and hence on economics. In some cases

this has been partially overcome by extracting some of the heat into a feed heater. The Russian

VPBER-600 is an integral design with this arrangement of heat exchangers and feed heaters.



Alternatively, primary water may be diverted to an auxiliary heat exchanger. An example of

this arrangement is in AP600 where there is a natural circulation loop to a heat exchanger in the

in-containment refuelling water storage tank which is brought into operation automatically. The tank

has capacity for 72 hours of residual heat removal.

In the case of integral PWRs an obvious route is to make use of the steam generators (SGs)

which already exist in the primary vessel. Valve movements are needed to reconfigure the steam

generators, or some of them, to a natural circulation heat exchanger. The ultimate reliability of this

system, and indeed of all systems requiring valve movements, is dominated by the reliability of the

valves and therefore some degree of redundancy is needed. If there are several SGs in the reactor,

this presents no great problem apart from finding space for all the valve gear and arranging access

for its maintenance. The SIR design has twelve steam generators. When needed, four of them can be

reconfigured by single valve movements into four independent loops with boiling in the SGs and

condensation in condensers positioned in the refuelling water storage tanks situated within the

containment. The condensate returns by natural circulation and there is sufficient water in the tanks

to absorb decay heat for 72 hours.

Additionally, a bleed system coupled with a make-up system provides a diverse route for

residual heat removal from either the primary or secondary circuit (if there is one). The AST500

design has such a system and the SIR design has a feed and bleed system on both primary and

secondary.



Perhaps most ingenuity has been exercised in the provision of heat removal systems from the

containment. Heat can be removed either through the walls of the containment itself or by means of

a heat exchanger arrangement. An example would have condensing surfaces within the containment,

to condense steam released from the reactor pressure vessel, and cooled by water circulating by

natural convection to an air cooler. The latter system allows the use of a full double containment as

is required in some countries.

Direct heat transfer through the containment structure usually implies a single steel

containment. The limit on heat transfer through it and hence on the reactor power that can be

accommodated within the containment, depends on the area of the containment surface, the

temperature inside it and the measures provided to enhance heat transfer on either side of the vessel.

An outer protective structure is often provided with a convective air flow between it and the

containment vessel. Means to enhance heat transfer may be a water spray on the outside of the

containment vessel (AP600) or water tanks between the containment and the outer protective

structure (VVER500/600).

Make-Up



There are many variants in the design of gravity fed accumulator or make-up tanks. Some

designs have relied on steam injectors (SIR, HSBWR) which take steam from the pressuriser or steam

space at the top of the RPV and use it to inject water from a storage tank into the RPV. This is an

old technology used in steam locomotives but required here at higher pressures and over a greater

pressure range. The injectors are also required to start up reliably when needed without operator

intervention. They satisfy the requirements of a passive system since they have no moving parts and
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do not call for external power. There have been a number of experimental programmes to prove their

effectiveness. Accumulator tanks supplying water by gravity are more usual (AP600, AC600); they

require some form of pressurisation but do not necessarily need valve movement to bring them into

use if the prepressurisation is well chosen and the start up procedures are correctly specified.



LOCA

The first line of defense in depth is prevention. There will always be some piping runs as part

of the primary circuit but if they can be kept small and few in number then the possibility and

consequences of a LOCA are very much reduced. BWRs do not normally need to take more than a

small fraction of the recirculation flow outside the primary vessel and this can be reduced even more

by adopting natural circulation inside the vessel. The only pipe connections are then for the chemical

and volume control and make up systems. Large break LOCA is eliminated as a possible accident

initiator. The SBWR in its various versions takes advantage of this system. In P WRs the same result

is achieved in integral reactors since the entire primary circuit is enclosed within the primary vessel

apart from chemical and volume control piping and provision for makeup water in the event of an

accident. This is a great attraction of the integral reactor type which has economic and other benefits

on containment since it entirely eliminates the large break LOCA problem.



The second line of protection is in ensuring that the core does not uncover. A first approach

is to avoid penetrations of the vessel below the level of the top of the core. Preferably there will be

several meters of water above the core giving a large inventory for boil off and avoiding the need for

very rapid large injection of water in the event of a LOCA. The integral reactor designs can have over

8 meters of water above the top of the core. When it comes to providing extra water to keep the core

covered there are two basic approaches; either by providing pumped or passive safety grade water

supplies or by providing for flooding the pressure vessel externally. Water supplies have been

discussed under make-up above. The other approach is to provide an outer vessel which is either

permanently flooded (eg the PIUS approach) or can readily be flooded (eg the guard vessel approach

in several Russian designs). The Guard Vessel performs other useful functions such as contributing

to the localisation of fission products and providing a degree of pressure suppression in some classes

of accidents. For loop type PWRs, high pressure accumulators are needed as in the larger reactors.

Another source of small leakage in older designs is through the pump seals. Many of the SMR

designs eliminate this problem by specifying canned rotor pumps. There is sufficient operational

experience of these at the sizes needed to have confidence in their reliability. The penetrations for

installation of pumps may be the largest penetrations of the pressure vessel. These penetrations must

be designed to the same standards of integrity and inspectability as the main vessel head. A decision

also has to be made whether to install them at the bottom of the vessel, to maximise the inlet pressure

at the pump to avoid cavitation (VPBER-600), or near the top to avoid having penetrations below

the top of the core (SIR, SPWR).

The PIUS Concept

The Swedish PIUS concept deserves separate mention since it is the most innovative of all

the advanced SMR designs. The objective was to produce a design which is completely passive in

initiation and in operation in its response to accidents including the most severe ones. The PWR

reactor is placed inside a concrete pressure vessel which contains boronated water. Primary water

is pumped through the core. At the top and bottom of the reactor vessel there are hydraulic seals

between the primary and the boronated water. As long as the primary is functioning correctly,

boronated water is prevented from entering the primary by a hydraulic balance between the circulating

hot water inside and the static cold water outside. Any disturbance to normal flow due to any
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significant event causes the hydraulic balance to be broken and boronated water enters the primary.

This immediately shuts the reactor down and initiates an alternative flow path by natural circulation

between the core and the large boronated reservoir thus providing an assurance that the core will not

uncover and providing a heat sink for the residual heat. The PIUS system eliminates safety-grade

make-up systems altogether through a large water inventory in the RPV that can sustain füll

blow-down without uncovering the core. There is a further passive path for heat from the large tank

to be removed to an air cooled cooler on top of the building by natural convection. Design and

experimental verification of the PIUS system is well advanced.

Other designers have appreciated the technical attractions of the PIUS system but have been

concerned about possible high price or felt that it went too far from established practice in one step.

Two other designs using some of the PIUS principles have been produced at the concept stage, the

Italian ISIS and the Japanese ISER design. In ISIS one of the hydraulic seals is replaced by a novel

form of check valve.

Simplification

Generally, the term plant simplification means simplification of the arrangement of systems

and equipment, of operations, inspections, maintenance and quality assurance requirements, resulting

in significant reductions in equipment and bulk material quantities. Significant simplification of the

systems throughout the plant as well as an increased application of modularised and prefabricated

construction are key design features of the advanced SMR technologies. There is no new design

which does not lay emphasis on simplification and its benefits. Factory préfabrication of modularised

components, including sections of reinforcing structures, and ease of decommissioning (small

components, cast iron vessels, boron tanks) are further key claims of the SMR technologies. All

principal components are to be built in a factory where full quality control and production line

techniques can be used. They are completed as modules which are then installed on site.



The use of passive safety systems leads directly to simplification in design since it eliminates

the need for multiple redundant safety systems with their redundant safety grade power supplies. A

system which relies only on gravity for its operation has no problem about the availability of its power

supplies and has a reliability determined only by the integrity of its piping and the confidence with

which it will perform under all required conditions, which admittedly may be difficult to prove to the

satisfaction of the safety authority. But there are other steps which designers have taken in the

interests of simplicity.



Traditional control rod drives require a lot of space either above or below the core. There are

possibilities to use liquid absorber materials, which do not require the space for rod drives and for in

vessel storage when withdrawn. There have also been designs for in vessel mechanical drives (PSR,

MRX, HR 200). These eliminate the need to consider control rod ejection which is one of the main,

but unlikely, reactivity accident initiators. A more radical solution is in the JAERI SPWR design

where liquid filled tubes are used instead of control rods.

The elimination of large primary circuit pipes in integral PWRs and hence of the need to

contain the rapid increase in containment pressure in a LOG A allows an easing of the containment

specification. Pressure suppression systems for PWRs become feasible and several versions have been

proposed. The SPWR design proposes a wet containment through which steam passes and condenses

following a LOCA. In the SIR design pressure suppression using water tanks was adopted but to

reduce the cost of containment, it was modularised into a number of factory constructed tanks

connected to a close fitting containment round the pressure vessel by a ducting system.
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Most designs have sought to reduce the number of components, such as valves or the number

of cable runs, by as much as 80% in the most favourable cases.

There are very significant developments in instrumentation and control systems allowing

simplification and an increase in reliability at the same time. Many proposals use digital electronics

leading to a complete redesign of the architecture of the control system. The use of computers is also

having a marked effect and raises problems about establishing the reliability of computer software.

It seems unlikely that there will be a precise procedure for quantifying software reliability but

techniques of diversity, redundancy and very strict quality control in software production have been

shown to be adequate.

One of the simplest reactor systems is the SBWR using natural circulation in the primary

vessel and with no need for steam generators, one of the most troublesome major components of

large PWRs.

3.2.4. Heavy water reactors



Heavy water reactors have demonstrated their safety, reliability and economical viability in

several countries. Their neutron economy gives them a wide flexibility in the choice of the fuel cycle

paving the way for a better uranium utilization. Natural uranium, slightly enriched uranium,

recovered uranium from reprocessing MOX fuel, thorium or spent LWR fuel form options for the fuel

cycle of HWRs. Japan has operated the 165 MWe Fugen reactor with high capacity and has the

largest MOX fuel experience. Pu utilization in HWRs could be seen as a link to future fast breeder

reactors. Most of the HWR designs are of the channel type allowing on power refuelling making the

excess reactivity of the core small at all times. These features, along with the presence of the

moderator at low temperature and pressure, give these type of reactors unique safety characteristics.

HWR have only been designed and constructed in the SMR range so far with power ranges from

approximately 200-700 MWe. The Canadian CANDU design and the PHWR type reactor from India

form the main technology development activities at the commercial level. The CANDU-9 design is

based on the CANDU-3 design and is the only large HWR with a power rating of 900 MWe.

3.2.5. Gas-cooled reactors

The gas-cooled reactors discussed here are all thermal reactors with a graphite moderator.

There has been work on gas-cooled fast reactor designs but these have been generally outside the

SMR range.



Commercial operation of gas cooled reactors has been mainly in the UK and France. Magnox

Reactors (in the SMR range) have been operated in the UK since 1956. They are based on uranium

metal fuel rod technology with magnesium alloy cladding and CO2 as the coolant. This design puts

a limitation on maximum outlet temperature and consequently on the efficiency of the plant. The later

AGR reactors (also in the SMR range) obtained much higher efficiency through a high gas

temperature and stainless steel clad UO2 fuel rods.

High Temperature Gas cooled Reactors on the other hand are based on ceramic coated

particle fuel allowing for high outlet temperature. The basic fuel design utilizes a uranium oxide or

carbide particle coated by pyrolytic carbon and silicon carbide able to withstand 800 bar of internal

pressure. The stability of this fuel at high temperatures has permitted the design of reactors with a

truly passive response to loss of all safety systems, including all gas cooling, provided that the overall

diameter of the reactor and its vessel is small enough. The fuel heats up and this heat passes by
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convection and conduction to the vessel which is in turn cooled by natural convection to the

atmosphere. The centre temperature of fuel in the middle of the core can rise to 1600°C without any

problem of fission product retention. If the steam generator is positioned at a lower level than the

core, there is no danger of water ingress onto the hot graphite. This concept is suitable for relatively

low powered reactors. HTGRs constructed to date have been more conventional in layout and in

safety features.



The main design variants of this type of reactor have depended on whether fuel is of the

pebble bed type or of the prismatic type. The pebble bed type consists of a large number of spherical

fuel elements. The fuel element matrix is graphite and the fuel kernels are imbedded within the inner

layer of the matrix. A fuel free graphite reflector shell is located inside the RPV.



The prismatic type has the coated particles in a graphite matrix forming a fuel rod which is

inserted into vertical holes in the moderator blocks. Solid unfueled blocks make up the reflector zone

surrounding the active core area.

Several development programmes led to demonstration of high temperature gas cooled

reactor features, in particular the coated fuel concept. This has been based on the Dragon project in

the UK, Peach-bottom Nol and Fort St. Vrain in the US and the THTR in the Federal Republic of



Germany. Currently, the HTTR, of the prismatic type, in Japan will be the first to be used for a

process heat application with an outlet temperature of 850°C or above.

The Russian Federation also has designs for gas cooled reactors in the range of 50 to 400



MWe.



The VGM reactor (200 MWe) is intended for process heat applications with outlet



temperature up to 900°C.

A gas cooled reactor based on the Brayton cycle is in the development stage in the US. The

GT-MHR has a power rating of 550 MWe. The energy conversion system has a projected efficiency



of approximately 48% producing electricity by directly driving a gas turbine generator.

Coordinated research programmes on heat transfer and decay heat removal, reactor physics

and validation of predictive methods for fuel behaviour are being conducted under the auspices of

the IAEA. Actinide waste and plutonium burning gives another possible application for HTGRs and

worldwide attention is being given to this possibility.

Almost all gas-cooled reactors are in the SMR range. This along with their safety features

provide this reactor design line with immense potential for its deployment in developing and

industrialised Member States. Minimized staffing for operation, particularly for low power reactors,



could be possible due to the safety margins.

The main design features can be summarized as follows:



Fuel



The ceramic fuel and the multiple coating of the fuel kernels results in a micro pressure vessel

capable of maintaining the integrity of the fuel and guaranteeing fission product retention in

conditions much more severe than postulated accident conditions.
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Coolant



The coolant is a single phase having no corrosive action on the system nor does it have a

reactivity effect. Moreover, chemical and energetic reactions between the fuel and the coolant are

not possible.

Core



The core material and geometry ensures that the core integrity cannot be challenged even in

the case of complete loss of coolant and no scram.



Safety

Emergency heat removal in a passive manner has been made possible and enhanced by the slim

reactor pressure vessel geometry.

3.2.6. Liquid metal reactors (LMRs)

A fast neutron spectrum allows production of more fissile material than that consumed for

heat generation. In a fast reactor liquid metal such as sodium is normally used to remove the heat,

and it has a minimum effect on the moderation of fission neutrons. Sodium as a coolant has an

excellent heat capacity, low operating pressure and natural convection capability.



Sodium coolant has very good thermal conductivity. In the event of failure of the main sodium

pumps, heat can be transferred to the vessel boundary by conduction and natural convection without

large increases in temperature. Provided the reactor is small enough, decay heat can then be

transferred through the vessel wall to a natural convection air flow. Alternatively a small additional

heat exchanger in the sodium pool can be used to take heat to an external heat sink by natural

convection. Thus the sodium and the small size permit a passive decay heat removal system.

Small fast reactors can be designed to have totally passive safety systems that do not require

power and may not require valve movements to initiate them. The characteristics of these designs are

metal fuel, sodium coolant, small size and a passive decay heat removal system.

Early reactors used uranium or U/Pu alloy fuel since its high thermal conductivity would avoid



excessive central temperatures in a high power density core. However, this fuel suffered severe

irradiation growth and a change was made to oxide, carbide or nitride fuels. The growth problem was

later solved in metal fuel by the development of a ternary alloy of U/Pu/Zr which shows adequate

stability under irradiation. It has a further attraction in that it can be reprocessed in relatively simple

plant using electrolytic separation. This allows a closed breeding cycle with reactor, reprocessing and

fabrication plants within a single site boundary which is attractive from a non-proliferation point of

view. There are cost savings if LMRs are constructed in large plants consisting of several modules

in order to share the fuel and component handling facility as well as the sodium engineering

auxiliaries.

Fast neutron capture in fertile actinides is one way of disposing of them, or at least reducing

their quantity. Several countries are funding fast reactor R&amp;D to develop and evaluate LMR actinide

burning capability.

Seventeen LMR prototype reactors and power plants have been built and most of them have

accumulated many years of operating experience. Breeding capability and the closed fuel cycle have
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also been demonstrated in large scale plants. LMR based technology is available today for the design

and construction of improved new reactors in the SMR range.

There are four modular small or medium-sized liquid metal reactor concepts under

consideration:



The "Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR)" by General Electric et al. (former PRISM

Project) with 155 MWe/module and 465 MWe per power block;

The 325 MWe - "Modular Double Pool Reactor (MDP)" being designed by the Japanese

Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI);

The Super, Safe, Small and Simple LMR (4S) being designed by CRIEPI (50 MWe);

BMN-170 is under design in Russia.

There are other designs such as SAFR and the RAPID design from the USA and Japan

respectively.



The advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR) is a modular plant which is typical of current

developments. A 1275 MWe station would have 9 modules each giving 140 MWe. The reactor is an

integral pool type where the main reactor vessel contains the reactor, the primary pumps, the

intermediate heat exchanger, the in-vessel fuel transfer machine and the necessary ducting to channel

the sodium flow. The reactor vessel is below ground level and is surrounded by a guard vessel with

a small gap between it and the reactor vessel for sodium leak detection. The outside of the guard

vessel is cooled by natural air circulation with down flow and up flow separated by a baffle. The fuel

is Pu/U/Zr alloy and the core diameter is smaller than the height to avoid positive sodium void

coefficient. The core restraint system is designed to alter the natural bowing feed-back so that the

reactivity feedback contribution is generally small and negative.

The RAPID system has a central 300 mm diameter channel which is normally filled by a small

sodium flow. In the event of sodium boiling in the core, the channel fills with sodium vapour

providing a neutron streaming path to offset the positive sodium void effect. Positive sodium void

reactivity effects present one of the major safety issues in LMRs since they could cause an

overheating event to escalate. There has been much attention to ways of reducing the effect, such

as the RAPID proposal.



The Double Pool concept has been driven by an objective to reduce fast reactor construction

costs to the same level as those of an LWR. A major contribution has been to reduce the overall size

of the intermediate heat transport system by installing the steam generators in the sodium filled

annular space between the primary vessel and the guard vessel. These two examples serve to show

some of the ways in which the basic modular concept can be modified to meet different objectives.

The long-term potential of increasing the available fuel supply and reducing the long term

radiation level of nuclear waste are fundamental reasons for development of this type of reactor. The

time-scale for its development provides an opportunity to expand international cooperation on the

R&amp;D required for this technology. Joint programmes could significantly reduce future expenditure

by individual countries and effectively use technology that has been developed in all countries during

the past 40 years. Apart from the restart of Superphenix (1200 MWe) and the starting of Monju in

1994, most of the work in this field has concentrated on research work in the areas of materialcoolant interactions and material movement and relocation.
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3.3.



DEVELOPMENT STATUS BY REGIONS



Looking at the overall status of development it can be categorized in three different ways. The

developed countries, namely the OECD countries with a long established technology base, Eastern

Europe and the former Soviet Union with a significant potential for nuclear power and third world

countries with very small nuclear capacity. Each has particular needs to retain or establish a future

for nuclear energy.

The OECD countries can be further divided into two categories. France, Japan and the

Republic of Korea have large scale successful programmes. For most of the OECD countries,

programmes have either been stalled or it has been decided not to pursue nuclear power for reasons

of public opinion, costs, or regulatory obstructions. The dominant factor has been the image of

nuclear power in the eyes of the public. A great amount of effort is needed to restore confidence in

these countries. In areas where nuclear power still has a positive image, the public will have to be

assured that the nuclear industry is reliable, economical and, more importantly, is safe.

In the second category, existing nuclear power plants require immediate upgrading which

requires a large amount of effort and money. As a first step the whole industry needs to be brought

to an acceptable level of efficiency, reliability and safety. It will also call for a major restructuring

of the managerial system. The task of tackling these aspects all at once is enormous. Deployment

of new reactors does not seem likely for some years.

Developing countries with a modest infrastructure and technological base, will need extensive

assistance to set up a well defined programme. Sharing experience between these countries and

countries in the other two categories will not only address their energy needs but also assure the

establishment of high standards of safety culture from the beginning. This would ensure that the

countries interested in developing nuclear power could set up their programmes and execute them

successfully.

Nuclear power investment on a worldwide basis has preferred large units due to the economy

of scale, especially in the industrialized countries. This can be clearly seen from the number of nuclear

power plants in operation today (Fig. 3.1.). The number of units currently under construction in the

SMR range is in the same range as the big power plants. Moreover most of these reactors are being

deployed in developing countries.
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Figure 3.1 Nuclear Reactors in operation and currently under construction
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3.4. RELEVANT ACTIVITIES OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

The activities of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in the development and

design of nuclear reactors, and in particular, the organization of programmes are independent of the

reactor size. The programme of the IAEA in advanced reactor power technology promotes technical

information exchange between Member States that have interests in exploratory, research or

development programmes. The Agency also publishes reports available to all Member States, and

provides assistance to Member States with an interest in nuclear technology. For Member States with

current programmes, the IAEA activities are coordinated by the International Working Groups

(IWGs) on the particular reactor technology line of interest. The international working groups on fast

reactors, gas-cooled reactors and advanced technologies for water-cooled reactors meet periodically

to review the national programmes and advise the IAEA on its technical programmes and various

activities in the field. The international working group meetings are held in an open forum where

progress, problems and operating experience can be frankly discussed. This provides for an

opportunity to share the lessons learned and bring national experiences to a truly global level.



The activities planned by the IAEA vary from small consultancies on a specific topic to large

symposia with a broader base of technical aspects. Technical committee meetings on a specific topic

provide the means to exchange information and coordinate work on areas of mutual interest.

Several forms of IAEA support are also available to the Member States. Research groups in

different countries are given the opportunity to exchange information and communicate through



coordinated research programmes on specific areas of interest upon Government request. Technical

assistance to provide expert advice, give training, or fellowships could be arranged for engineers and

researchers of developing Member States. Special equipment could be provided by the Agency for

developing Member States with research programmes to assist them in the successful execution of

their research programmes.

The IAEA has continued to sponsor and follow up on new developments, to collect

information on the constraints on SMR introduction, and to provide assistance on the utilization of

nuclear power and development of technical human resources. Heat power applications such as

district heating, oil recovery and seawater desalination are examples of Agency sponsored

programmes for nuclear energy application. Surveys on the status of development of small and

medium size reactors, provide examples of the Agency follow up on new developments. On the other

hand, the development of nuclear power systems of a larger size (1200 - 1500 M We) has shifted the

medium size from the 100 - 500 MWe range to include 700 MWe reactors [2]. One important result

is that most of the new developments, both evolutionary and innovative, fall in to the SMR range.

This means that a review of the SMRs becomes an up-to-date overview of the main reactor

technology trends.



The international activity has played an important role in the development of reactors, not only

with technical information exchange and coordination of research, but also with collaboration in the

construction and operation of small experimental reactors to demonstrate their technical feasibility.

The area of SMRs have been the subject of several major studies in recent years, principally

carried out by international organizations such as the IAEA, European Union (EU) and Nuclear

Energy Agency of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (NEA/OECD).

These activities can be summarized as follows:
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In 1985, the IAEA initiated a study of Small and Medium Power Reactors [3], which was

continued over a number of years on the basis of a series of technical meetings, first on

SMRs, then on Advanced Water Reactors. These studies provided a comprehensive analysis

of the benefits and options for small power reactors, but also identified many of the obstacles

to their use, including the relative economics of larger reactors and fossil stations, the

problems of finance in developing countries, and public acceptability. Recent studies have

concentrated on the potential applications of SMRs in desalination and the technical review

of SMRs of which this report is part.

In 1988, theNEA began a detailed assessment of the role of SMRs in OECD countries over

the next few decades. This was carried out by an Expert Group from different OECD member

countries which examined the status of the various SMR designs that were available and the

prospects for their application for electricity and heat. The study looked particularly at the

economic aspects, the advantages of passive safety, and specific applications of small

reactors.

In 1990, the EU placed a short contract for a study of the potential for SMRs in Europe up

to 2020 which was carried out by a small team from the UK and Germany. The study

concentrated mainly on the situation in Western Europe but also made a preliminary

assessment of the likely opportunities for SMRs in the new Eastern Europe. It was concluded

that there were some opportunities for SMRs in Europe, although they would find it difficult

at first to compete against larger reactors and combined cycle gas stations for electricity, and

gas boilers for heat production. It was noted, however, that conditions from country to

country varied so widely that a true assessment could only be based on more detailed country

analysis.

Also in 1990 the EU placed a number of contracts, through the Small Reactor Interest group,

for assessment of the possible potential applications in Germany, France, Spain and the UK.

These were mainly based on HTRs but analyses of the heat markets in these countries could

also have some relevance for other SMRs, although these would not be capable of supplying

the higher temperature process heat which is available from HTRs and which would be

necessary for some applications.

In 1994, the IAEA published a case study which it had performed on the feasibility



of SMRs in Egypt [4] in which the economics, environmental and health impacts,

organizational and manpower requirements, national participation (industry) aspects, and

financial requirements of an SMR project were analyzed. It was concluded that the lifetime

levelized electricity generation costs of a twin unit SMR plant would be in the same range

as those of a coal plant of the same size.

In 1995 the IAEA published a technical document on safety principle for the design

of future nuclear power plants [5]. The report represents the conclusion of a long effort of

many experts from different countries and different organizations (authorities, designers,

utilities, etc) to formulate a proposal of safety objectives and principles for the design of the

nuclear power plants. The proposed safety objective stresses the importance of the explicit

consideration of severe accidents and the minimization of the off-site consequences, even in

the case of severe accidents.



The report is rather general and fully applies to SMRs, the majority of which are

already designed to achieve a very high level of prevention and mitigation of severe

accidents.
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4. FORMAT OF THE DESIGN DESCRIPTIONS



4.1. FORMAT DESCRIPTION



This chapter discusses the logic and content of the detailed design descriptions of the reactors

included in diapers 5-7 of this report.

Nuclear power technology development is a wide and diverse area. Three main development

lines have existed for a long time and all have developed designs that are either readily available or

will be available in the future. The technology of each line is substantially different in the physics and

the hydraulics of the reactor.

These three main lines, as defined by their primary coolant are water cooled, gas cooled, and

liquid metal cooled. Water cooled reactors can be further categorized as heavy water or light water

moderated reactors. The design approach for a given system can be substantially different from

another system within the same technology line. The small and medium reactor area has to deal with

all technological lines and all varying approaches. The relevant reactor information for the purpose

of this TECDOC has been divided into six parts:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



Design objectives and special features,

Design description,

The safety concept of the design,

Extended design data listing,

Design and developmental status,

Statement on the economics of the described system.



Chapters 5-7 provide the technical descriptions of some of the small and medium size reactors

which have been developed or are currently under development in various Member States. These

descriptions include more detailed information in a consistent and systematic way, than has been

provided in earlier Agency publications. The following sections are descriptions of the format used

for the six different areas mentioned above.



Item one gives the main design objectives and highlights the main design features as seen by the

vendor or designer. The design description section is broken down into the different systems and

features as follows:

Nuclear steam supply system

This section deals with information about the reactor vessel, the core, control rods and

control rod drive mechanism, vessel head and head mounted components. It discusses the

systems and equipment employed to handle and store both fresh and spent fuel. It also covers

information on the primary, secondary and tertiary circuit as applicable, including associated

systems e.g. steam generators, pressurizer, reactor coolant pumps etc.

Balance of plant systems

This section provides information on the secondary coolant, turbine, condenser, steam

isolation, auxiliary feed water systems and addresses the radioactive waste management

system.
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Instrumentation, control and electrical systems.

This section covers the strategies for reactor control and describes the electronic systems

used to monitor, control and provide for emergency protection. A general description of the

control room layout is highlighted.

Safety consideration and emergency protection.



This section gives a general explanation of the safety systems' operation and the type of

systems deployed. It generally describes the sequence of operation of the safety systems.

Under emergency conditions, accident propagation and counter balance measures are

discussed.

Building and structures.

This section covers the building arrangements and discusses the provision for accident

localization. It also discusses the containment structure, the ultimate barrier for defence-indepth. The section also covers the accessibility of plant equipment and gives an overview on

radiation exposures. The seismic protection of the nuclear island is briefly discussed.

Section three provides a structured summary of the bases for the safety systems, the design

basis accidents and how the systems address these accidents on the prevention, protection and

mitigation levels. Mitigation of severe accidents is presented in a general sense. In section four, a

comprehensive listing of design data is provided for the reader to form a complete picture of the

design. Graphical representations are limited as far as possible to two figures; one figure of the

reactor system cross section and another one presenting the general plant layout or schematic

diagram. In cases where this is not possible figures are limited to two pages.

The project status section is presented according to the design status definitions described in

section 4.2. A summary of the research and development work carried out, or not yet covered is

given. Activities carried out in the area of licensing are presented in this section also. The

organisations involved in the work (the entities) are listed.



The economics of the project are very difficult to provide since they depend on whether the

project is to be carried out in the country of origin or abroad, on site specific conditions and on the

infrastructure available. A section on the project economics is left open for the designers or vendor

to provide either qualitative or quantitative information.

4.2. DESIGN CLASSIFICATION

4.2.1. Terminology



Several dozen new reactor projects of advanced design mostly in the small to medium power

range are referred to in a variety of publications. The status of these projects are defined by the

different authors by reference to terms like conceptual, preliminary, basic, engineering, and detailed

designs. Although these terms are used, they are used with widely different interpretations. The use

of these or similar terms leads to confusion, and does not permit a reasonably clear and unambiguous

understanding of the real development status achieved. The problem appears clearly when reactors

at a different development stages are described in a similar manner in the same publication, giving the

impression of the same development status.
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In order to present a balanced overview of what is actually happening in the area of small and

medium reactors, and to provide the information in an objective manner to the interested technical

community as well as decision makers, it is necessary to make a realistic presentation on the status

of development of the different reactor designs.

It is recognized that the kind of information needed to define the status of development of a

reactor design is not easily obtained. Information on the different aspects of individual development

status would be very useful in order to better understand and qualify the design approach and the time

when a reactor may become available for industrial application. The main aspects to be considered

are:

a.

b.

c.

d.



Design approach

Development effort

Design status

Licensing status



4.2.2. Design approach1



Advances in technology and the lessons learned from experience have always been introduced

into the new designs. Reactor designs under development implement these advances in technology

differently and to a varying extent. The design approach can be classified from a technology

implementation point of view as follows:

a)



Evolutionary design



Evolutionary designs based on proven technology demonstrated in practice, incorporating

some improvements, but no substantial changes, modifications, or novel features. These

designs are fundamentally similar to the latest models operating or under construction, and

are also perceived in this way. In principle, they are available for construction without the

need for plant demonstration.

Evolutionary designs based on proven technology, incorporating not only minor

improvements, but also some novel features, which may need to be further developed and/or

demonstrated in practice. Regarding the need for demonstration, opinions sometimes differ



between designers, vendors, regulators and utilities. These designs are intended to offer

substantial real improvements with respect to current reactors. They could be available for

construction on a short term, subject to approval by regulators and acceptance by prospective

investors.

b)



Innovative design



Innovative designs, which use current technology and take advantage of accumulated

experience, but in addition incorporate or are based on new features. There is a recognized

need for demonstration, shared by all parties concerned. These designs constitute medium to

long-term options, with potential major improvements regarding safety, reliability and

economics compared to current reactors and evolutionary designs.



1



Currently an effort is being made by IAEA to establish an international consensus on defining design

stages of advanced reactors.
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4.2.3. Development effort



The development effort strongly depends on the design approach adopted. For an

evolutionary design approach with no novel features the development effort may be very small. On

the other hand, for an evolutionary or innovative design approach with novel design features the

effort may be very large indeed. To assess the status of development of the different design

approaches at present, it is necessary to compile information on the overall development effort

required, the current situation, and what is still needed. This will give an important input to the

development status of a given design and in most cases provide an indication of the increase or slowdown of the design effort. Conclusions on the development status of a design will need an in-depth

assessment of the overall situation, since there may be overriding factors such as financial constraints,

public acceptance, political opposition or unjustifiable improvements with regard to the investment

involved which alter the long term viability of the project.

4.2.4. Design and licensing status



The implementation of a nuclear power plant project proceeds with the design, construction,

and operation stages. The licensing process goes in parallel with these activities and varies from one

Member State to another. The amount of design and licensing work to be conducted before start of

actual construction has no universally accepted rules or practices. Earlier reactors started with little

design work completed. Nowadays, there seems to be a general understanding that 60 to 80% of the

total design effort must have been completed before start of construction. No design decisions of

importance are expected to be left open especially if they are subject to the results of R&amp;D work.

Clearly, the more the design is complete the less the risk for design changes, schedule delay, licensing

problem and hence cost overruns. The licensing and design status are the best indicators of real

development status, but the indiscriminate use of various terms to describe design status and differing

licensing procedures leads to confusion, and does not permit a reasonably clear understanding of the

real status

For the purpose of the present IAEA report a simple classification for the design and licensing

status has been proposed to provide a coherent approach for clear understanding and unified status

classification of the different designs, Three levels of designs are defined namely conceptual, basic

and detailed designs. Figure 4.1 gives a general description of these levels. Four milestones or
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Fig 4.1 Definitions of design status
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phases have been generally defined for the licensing procedure. Preliminary licensability assessment

of the design is considered the first milestone. The second is a formal submission of the licensing

application. If the review by regulators is underway the design is considered to be in the prefinal third

stage of the licensing process. The final or fourth stage is the issue of the final license. A more

detailed design and licensing status definition is presented in Appendix II and has been used in some

of the design descriptions in chapters 5-7.

4.3. SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS



4.3.1. Defence in depth and its realization



The presentation of the safety related characteristics of the concept, is organized in two steps

to show, in a simplified manner, the overall concept of the safety approach:

a.

b.



Implementation of defense in depth

Correspondence between the safety functions and the safety related features



Worldwide, designers, safety authorities and advisory groups (e.g. INSAG) recommend that

the design of NPPs should be based on the Defense in Depth principle.

Plants must be highly resistant to accidents (prevention level) and the implemented features

(systems and/or inherent characteristics) must be effective at preventing degradation of the reactor

core (protection level) and, if necessary, able to mitigate the consequences of severe accidents

(mitigation level).

The information presented in the design descriptions structures the information in such a way

that the implementation of Defense in Depth can be clearly identified.

4.3.2. Prevention



Accident prevention is realized in three ways:

a.



suppressing the initiating events, e.g., the use of a canned motor pump suppresses



pump seal small LOCA

b.



reducing their frequency, e.g. enlargement of pressurizer reduces the number of relief

valve actuations which reduces LOCA frequency



c.



reducing the potential for significant consequences from an accident, e.g. use of small

diameter pipe makes the consequences less pronounced.



4.3.3. Protection



This Defense in Depth level aims at protecting the reactor against core damage by improving

design features and/or the counter measures to cope with abnormal situations. The concept

characteristics favourable for this are classified according to the initiating event families in a similar

way to the prevention level.
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Functional redundancies (two or more systems able to realize the same function) are generally

implemented in order to give the required level of reliability and to minimize the common mode

failure risks. Adequate protection can be created with active and/or passive, safety and/or non-safety

graded systems.

4.3.4. Mitigation



The Defense in Depth approach requires demonstration of the plant safety taking into account

core degradation. The reasons for this requirement can be interpreted as follows:

a.



to cover the possible lack of completeness of the selected deterministic sequences in

the safety analysis,



b.



to demonstrate the potential of the concept for mitigating severe accidents,



c.



to demonstrate the avoidance, by design, of any cliff edge effect1



Moreover it must be demonstrated that no accident sequence, whether it is of low or high

probability, contributes to risk in a way that is excessive in comparison with other sequences.

The design characteristics that are related to mitigation of accident consequences are

identified in the descriptions in relation to the safety functions that they must assure during severe

accidents.

In order to indicate these relationships and the implemented functional redundancies it is

suggested that the main plant features (systems and inherent characteristics) should be classified

versus the safety functions for Design Basis Accidents and for further certain hypothetical conditions

(Beyond Design Basis/BDB). Their passivity and the distinction between safety grade and non-safety

grade are identified.



1



The cliff edge is a discontinuity in the relationship between the frequency and the consequences that

define the risk (risk-frequency x consequences)
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5. DESIGN DESCRIPTIONS FOR REACTORS IN THE DETAILED DESIGN STAGE

5.1. REACTOR DESIGN DESCRIPTION AND DEVELOPMENT STATUS OF BWR-90



5.1.1. Basic objectives and features

The BWR 90 standard plant design of ABB Atom represents an "evolution" of the design

of its successful predecessor, the BWR 75, with a number of design modifications, improvements

and supplements that address new licensing requirements and aim at meeting utility needs for

increased public safety, investment protection, lowered cost, and ease of operation and

maintenance.



The BWR 90 design is characterized by the use of internal recirculation pumps, fine

motion control rod drives, a prestressed concrete containment, and extensive redundancy and

separation of safety-related systems in the same way as the BWR 75 design that was developed

in the 1970s. The modifications are mostly moderate and they have been made to adapt to

updating technologies, new safety requirements and to achieve cost savings.

There is one easily distinguishable departure from previous designs, however; the

containment arrangement. In the new concept the connections between the drywell and the

condensation pool in the wetwell are accomplished in a quite different way, and design measures

to cope with a "degraded core" accident have been incorporated (by provision of a core catcher

arrangement and filtered venting for the containment in order to ensure that public and

environment will be protected even in the event of a degraded core accident situation. This way

the "remaining risk" for the public is reduced to an extremely low value.

The BWR 75 design included two standard sizes, with nominal thermal power of

2,000 MWth and 3,000 MWfl,, respectively. During the 1980s, the BWR 75 plants have been

successfully uprated by 8 - 9 %, taking advantage of improvements in fuel technology. These

upratings required only minor modifications to plant systems and equipment and were carried out

at a very low cost. The BWR 90 originally also had two standard sizes, closely corresponding

to the BWR 75 sizes - with nominal thermal power of 2,350 and 3,300 MW^, respectively. These

standard sizes have later been supplemented by a larger unit - with a nominal thermal power of

3,800 MW,,, - taking advantage of the margins that are gained by utilization of the new generation

of ABB Atom BWR fuel.

The net electrical output of the smallest BWR 90 version amounts to 830 MWe at a

coastal site with very cold circulating water (&lt;5°C); at sites with warmer circulating water the

output will be lower - a typical "low" value of 700-720 MWe puts it in the upper range of SMRs.

For that reason, a description of the smallest BWR 90 version has been included in this SMR

report.



As noted above, the BWR 90 is not a new reactor concept; it is based on the design,

construction, commissioning and operation of a number of BWR 75 plants in Finland and Sweden,

and it has been developed by making specific changes to an established reference design, the

Forsmark 3 and Oskarshamn 3 power plants, with a strong emphasis on maintaining "proven

design" features unless changes would yield improvements and simplifications.
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5.t.2. Design description



The operating records of the company's BWR plants show high plant availability and

power production reliability, and low occupational radiation exposure. A basis for such

achievements is a good basic plant design; not only with respect to systems performance and

component reliability, but also a design which from the beginning has taken the needs for

maintenance and service into consideration. The operating utility obviously has a profound

influence on the plant performance, but even a proficient utility will probably fail to achieve good

results, if the plant design is not good enough.



A "suitable" plant design involves many different aspects - the design of various systems,

choice of materials and components, their installation, radiation shielding, accessibility to

components, transport routes, proper routing of ventilation air, general building arrangement, etc.

The end result will always represent a compromise between a number of concerns, and in this

context, a co-operation with the Finnish utility TVO, with its feedback of practical experience,

has been of great value for the development of BWR 90.

In line with the strong preferences given to "proven design" features and solutions in the

development work, - an approach that was firmly supported by TVO, - it is easily concluded that

the design of the reactor has changed very little, and that the nuclear island as a whole has not

been changed much.



Some of the special features of the BWR 90 are reviewed briefly below.

5.1.2.1. Nuclear steam supply system

The general reactor pressure vessel arrangement is the same as in the Forsmark 3 and

Oskarshamn 3 plants; with steam and feedwater lines connected to the upper portion of the vessel

and with pump motor housings integrated with the pressure vessel at the lower portion. The steel

vessel proper has been modified slightly, however. The cylindrical portion is made up of

cylindrical forgings in the same way as in the Forsmark 3 and Oskarshamn 3 plants; this eliminates

the longitudinal welds. The bottom portion is redesigned in such a way that large sections of it

can be made by forging; the number of welds is reduced significantly. This reduction in number

of welds is important for the plant operation since it reduces the amount of in-service inspection

to be carried out during the refuelling outage. The reactor vessel length is 20.6 m and the width

is 5.6m.



The recirculation system is based on the use of internal glandless pumps driven by wet,

asynchronous motors, supplied individually with "variable frequency - variable voltage" power

from frequency converters. This type of pumps has been operating reliably (for more than three

million operating hours) since 1978. Within a couple of years such internal pumps will be in use

also by other BWR vendors, in the ABWR plants.



In BWR plants, the reactor power is easily controlled by means of the recirculation pump

flow rate. Normally, an upper level of reactor power is established by means of control rod

manoeuvring until a certain control rod pattern in the core has been attained, and then adjustments

of the recirculation flow rate are utilized to control the power level. A BWR is characterized by
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the presence of void in the core coolant during normal operation, and this yields a strong feedback

of coolant flow rate; an increased flow rate results in a decreased void content and a subsequent

increase in reactor power. Therefore, the internal pumps provide means for rapid and accurate

power control in the high power (or normal operating) range, and they are also advantageous for

load following purposes. The BWR 90 plant is characterized by a capability to accept a 10% step

change in power with an equivalent time constant of down to 5 seconds, and ramp load changes

of 20% per minute is accepted. In the high power range, between 70 and 100% of nominal

power, daily variations with the above change rate can be accommodated without restrictions; for

wider power variations, the extended range is achieved by control rod pattern adjustments. Daily

load following in a 100-40-100 % cycle with (1 -) 2 hour ramps can be accommodated.



The internal recirculation pumps are provided with more than 10% excess flow rate

capacity, which allows xenon override, and the fine motion control rod drives and the grey-tipped

control blades allow control rod movements at full power. The excess pump capacity is utilized

for hydraulic spectral shift operation; the core coolant flow is increased towards the end of the

operating cycle. The built-in "redundancy" also implies that the reactor can be operated at full

power even if one pump should fail.

The reactor core is a typical ABB Atom BWR core, made up of 500 fuel assemblies of the

SVEA-100 type. In the BWR 75, the core design was based on traditional 8x8 fuel assemblies

with a rod diameter of about 11 mm; the SVEA fuel assemblies introduced 4x4 subassemblies

with an internal cruciform water gap between them. This water gap significantly improves

moderation and reduces local power and burnup peaking factors. It also contributes to a

mechanically favourable fuel channel structure with a very low creep deformation and a minimum

amount of neutron absorbing Zircaloy. Advanced utilization of burnable absorber material

(Gd2O3), axially and radially graded, in the fuel made it possible to achieve good axial and radial

power distribution with low peaking factors, and good operating margins.



The introduction of the SVEA-100 fuel represents a further improvement; the 4x4 subassemblies are replaced by 5x5 subassemblies with thinner fuel rods (about 9 mm in diameter).

This yields a significant increase in total fuel rod length and cladding surface and a corresponding

decrease in average heat rate and surface heat flux. The increased operating margins can be used

to increase average core power, to improve total neutron economy, or for a combination thereof,

and improved thermal-hydraulic stability. For the BWR 90, a portion of the increased margins has

been taken into account to raise the power level of the reactor.

A group of four fuel assemblies, surrounding a cruciform control rod, makes up a core

module unit. The control rod blades and control rod drives for the BWR 90 are of a well-proven

design. The cruciform rod is based on solid steel blades that are welded together. Holes filled

with B4C as neutron absorber are drilled horizontally in the blades. In the top of the rod, the

absorber consists of Hafnium which makes the rod tip more "grey" and provides for a long service

life.



The control rod drives (CRDs) utilize separate electro-mechanical and hydraulic functions,

the former used for normal, continuous fine motion of the control rod and the latter for rapid

insertion (scram). The control rods are divided up into scram groups; each group is equipped with

its own scram module, consisting of a scram tank, piping and valve. A total of 18 such scram

groups are provided, comprising 8 to 10 rods. The rods belonging to any one group are

distributed over the core in such a way that the reactivity interference between them is virtually

negligible. The consequence of a failure in one scram group is therefore no more serious than

sticking of a single rod.
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The diversified means of control rod actuation and insertion (together with a generous

reactor pressure relief capacity) in combination with a capability of rapid reduction in the

recirculation flow rate (recirc. pump run-back) has led to regulatory acceptance of the system as

being a sufficient ATWS (anticipated transient without scram) measure; the CRD design is

"ATWS proof.

The moderator tank and the core support plate arrangement correspond closely to the

BWR 75 design; this applies also to the moderator tank cover. The steam separator units on top

of the cover have been improved - as well as the steam driers in the upper portion of the vessel in order to ensure low moisture content in the steam at the increased power output level; the basic

arrangement of the units is just the same as in previous plants.



The steam generated in the core region is separated from the reactor coolant in the steam

separators on top of the moderator tank cover, and its content of water droplets and moisture is

lowered on the passage through the steam driers. The "dried" steam collects in the top portion

of the RPV, from where it is conveyed to the turbine plant through four steam lines. The steam

lines connect to nozzles with built in "flow limiters", evenly distributed along the vessel

circumference; own medium operated isolation valves are provided on the inside and outside of

the containment wall, the outer valve is equipped also with a motor operated actuator to ensure

leaktightness after closure.

The feedwater lines enter the containment via two lines, each with inner and outer

isolation valves, splitting up into four lines adjacent to the RPV for connection to four nozzles,

at "mid-height" of the vessel. The nozzles and the internal removable feedwater distributers are

of a special ABB Atom design that ensures a "thermal sleeve" protection against the "cold"

feedwater for the RPV wall, and efficient distribution into the downcomer. The feedwater flow

rate is adjusted to match the steam flow rate from the vessel, to keep the water level within close

limits, by speed control of the feedwater pumps at high power operation, but valve arrangements

enable flow rate control also at low reactor power levels; in these situations the feedwater flow

is routed via smaller nozzles that can easier withstand thermal transients.



A four train auxiliary feedwater system, or high pressure coolant injection system, with

piston pumps is also provided, drawing water from the condensation pool in the containment

wetwell and injecting it into the vessel. The capacity of each pump is sufficient to ensure that the

water loss that may arise from a rupture of the largest nozzle at the bottom of the RPV can be

counteracted by two trains. There is also a four train low pressure coolant injection system with

centrifugal pumps that draw water from the condensation pool; two pumps have sufficient

capacity to keep the core flooded following any design basis event, including large LOG As.

The RPV is provided with a pressure relief system which consists of 12 safety (relief)

valves connected evenly onto the four steam lines, with blowdown pipes leading down into the

condensation pool. The safety (relief) valves are own medium operated valves, each being

controlled by two pilot valves, one pressure activated and one electrically controlled; this means

that actuation can be initiated in a controlled way by pressure monitoring equipment, to avoid

over pressurization or to achieve depressurization. In addition, control valves are provided

downstream two of the safety valves, in order to enable proper pressure control of the reactor also

in the event of isolation (loss of the turbine condenser function).
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A shutdown cooling system with one high pressure and two low pressure loops is

provided for the "normal decay heat removal" function when the reactor is shut down to cold

conditions. A reactor water cleanup system, with a radial type precoat filter, heat exchangers (one

of regenerative type), and pumps, draws water from the shutdown cooling system nozzles and

returns it as purge flows through the control rod drives and the recirc. pump housings or

discharges directly into the vessel.

Other auxiliary systems serve to cool and clean the water in the condensation pool in the

containment wet well and the water in the reactor service and spent fuel storage pools on top of

the containment structure.



The main development objective related to the reactor auxiliary systems was to evaluate

possible simplification of their design in order to achieve cost reductions and more straightforward operation. The reactor water cleanup system (RWCU) can be taken as an example on

this review. In previous plants, a certain flow rate of reactor water, a percentage of the full power

feedwater flow rate, was continuously passed through the RWCU filters, and a forced flow mode

(at twice the flow rate) was initiated when needed. In BWR 90, the RWCU operation is

controlled by the water chemistry in the reactor; during normal full power operation cleanup needs

are limited and only a small reactor water flow is passed through the RWCU, but whenever

measurements show a need, the RWCU is taken into operation at full capacity. This reduces the

heat losses etc., and therefore yields "cost reductions". However, no very significant changes of

auxiliary systems have been introduced in the BWR 90.

The primary system, the reactor coolant pressure boundary, and important ancillary

systems are enclosed in the primary containment, a cylindrical prestressed concrete structure that

incorporates an embedded steel liner to ensure adequate leaktightness; a steel dome is provided

as a "removable" closure of the shaft above the reactor pressure vessel.

The primary containment (Cf. figureS.l.l.) is of pressure-suppression type, with two

major compartments - a drywell and a wetwell. The drywell represents the volume that surrounds

the RPV, with an upper portion (basically, extending from the bottom of the core and upwards)

and a lower portion located below the RPV (and below the core). The wetwell is separated from

the drywell by a partition floor and a cylindrical wall; the lower portion of this separated volume

is filled with water - the condensation pool, whereas the upper portion serves as a gas

compression chamber. In the event of drywell pressurization, eg. due to a LOCA inside the

containment, drywell atmosphere together with steam will be pushed into the condensation pool

via a horizontal passage arrangement through the separating wall; non-condensibles will collect

in the gas compression chamber whereas the steam will condense in the pool water. The

blowdown pipes from the safety (relief) valves in the pressure relief system are routed through

these horizontal passages, leaving the partition floor without penetrations; the probability of a

degraded pressure suppression function has been reduced to a very low level.

The pressure suppression function is supported by a four train containment spray system

that is continuously in service, with one train supplying spray water from the condensation pool

to the gas compression chamber; in accident situations the system will start operation at full

capacity. Spraying is also possible for the upper drywell - after rerouting, on operator action.

The drywell spray is generally initiated only in the event of "small" LOG As to "depressurize" the

containment.
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Fig 5.1.1. BWR 90 - Containment Arrangment
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Fig 5.1.2. BWR 90- Severe Accident Mitigation
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Fig 5 1.3. BWR90- Control Room Arrangement



Equipment containing reactor water at high pressure and high temperature is located inside

the containment, which is designed to withstand the pressures and temperatures that may occur

after a rupture of the largest pipe, the reinforced structure is quite strong and can withstand also

impacts of a crashing aircraft The reactor building encloses the primary containment completely



and is designed to serve as a secondary containment, kept at underpressure by ventilation systems

which can be rerouted to filter the exhaust air when needed The top of the reactor building serves

as a reactor service room with pools for reactor service, for storage of internals during refuelling,



and for storage of spent fuel and "failed" irradiated components, space for tools and handling

equipment and cranes and platforms (refuelling and service bridges, overhead crane) A receiving

station and storage for fresh fuel is arranged at a lower level of the reactor building, with a lifting

shaft to the reactor service room The design strength of the reactor building structures varies

with the site conditions, seismic "activities" may require additional amounts of reinforcement, and

protection against a crashing aircraft would call for a strengthening of outer structures, the aircraft

should preferably be prevented from penetrating the first line of defence - the walls or the roof

of the reactor building

The containment design of BWR 90 incorporates, as depicted in Figure 512 also some



features that aim at protection of the public and the environment against major releases of

radioactive material even in severe accident situations involving core degradation and core

damages To this end the containment has been provided with an overpressure protection system
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which automatically, and in an entirely passive way, will relieve excessive pressure to the stack

via a filter system; this will prevent serious land contamination also in such very unlikely

situations. Besides, the central, lowermost portion of the lower drywell has been made as a pool

(with or without water during operation) with cooled surfaces; this volume serves to collect,

confine and cool possible molten debris from the reactor in such accident situations. In this

context, it can be noted that cooling water for this purpose can be provided by gravity drain from

the condensation pool or the reactor service pool on top of the containment, and additional

makeup water can be provided from outside after things have become more quiet.

5.7.2.2. Balance of plant systems



The reference turbine plant design of the BWR 90 is similar to that of modern, existing

BWR plants. The nominal power output of the turbine unit will be 720-850 MWe depending on

the site conditions, in particular with respect to circulating water temperature.

The saturated steam from the reactor vessel is conveyed to the admission valves of the

high pressure cylinder via the four steam lines. After expansion through the HP unit, the steam

passes through a steam moisture separator unit and a steam reheater, on its way to the admission

valves of the three (or four) low pressure turbine cylinders. A special "steam bypass" line, from

the steam lines to an intermediate extraction point, provides a means for temporary increases of

the steam flow to the turbine cylinders - for power control purposes.

A "foil-capacity" steam bypass system is also provided to enable dumping the full nominal

steam flow directly to the main turbine condenser in the event of certain disturbances, in order to

avoid pressure surges, and corresponding power peaks, in the reactor.



The generator is a two-pole type turbo generator, designed for continuous operation with

hydrogen as the cooling medium for the rotor and water as the cooling medium for the stator

windings. Its rotor is directly coupled to the turbine. The electric power is transmitted to the

external grid via individual, isolated air-cooled generator buses incorporating a generator breaker,

and a main transformer.

The exhaust from the low pressure turbine cylinders flows to the main turbine condenser

which has three shells, located under the exhaust hoods of the low pressure turbine cylinders. The

condenser is designed to accept also the steam flow from the main steam bypass system on

startup, hot standby and turbine trip. During normal power operation, the steam flow to the

condenser amounts to about 60% of the total steam flow, but the condenser system is designed

to accommodate the full steam flow for a limited time period; the steam flow shall be reduced to

60% within 20 seconds to avoid a reactor trip due to too high condenser pressure.

The condenser is cooled by the circulating water system which typically incorporates three

electrically driven pumps; loss of one pump will call for a power reduction, but will not yield a

turbine trip in the short term. The condensate is pumped forward to the dearator (or the

feedwater tank) through low pressure heaters and a condensate cleanup system with ion exchange

filters by means of three 50% condensate pumps. The drainage from the heaters is pumped

forward through the cleanup system by means of a dedicated low pressure drain pump.

The feedwater system consists of the main feed pumps, two high pressure feedwater

heaters, and associated piping. There are three 50% electrical motor driven main feed pumps,

drawing from the deaerator. Drainage from the high pressure heaters is routed to the deaerator.
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The power supplies to the FW pumps are utilizing static converter units which eliminate the large

inrush currents at direct-on-line starting and therefore reduces the requirements on "voltage

stability" (or rather short circuit strength) of the auxiliary power supply system busbars.

Feedwater flow control is achieved by adjusting feed pump speed and the feedwater flow control

valves.

Extraction steam for the deaerator and high pressure heaters is provided from high

pressure turbine extraction points, including moisture separator drainage and steam reheater

exhaust; the low pressure heaters are supplied from extractions on the low pressure turbines.



Leakages and drains are collected in a liquid waste system that is designed to permit

maximum reuse of water in a simple process; most of the collected water is chemically pure and

may be reused as processed demineralized water after treatment in filters and ion exchangers.

Excess water and "unclean" water is discharged, if its "quality" is acceptable, i.e., with low

radioactivity, and low content of other unacceptable products; otherwise, it is passed through an

evaporator. Then the cleaned water can be reused or discharged; the evaporator residues are

conveyed to the solid waste system.

The solid waste system comprises equipment for handling, sorting and compacting low

level waste and for solidifying medium level waste originating from the plant, e.g., evaporator

residues, ion exchangers and filter aids, always with an ambition of achieving small waste

volumes. There is also an offgas system for treatment (delay and filtering) of potentially

radioactive gases before releases to the atmosphere.



5.1.2.3. Instrumentation, control and electrical systems

Modern process control and communication technology is applied to the BWR 90 - its

control and instrumentation systems are mainly based on micro-computers. Process

communication with the control room is realized by means of distributed functional processors.

These in turn interact, via serial communication links, with a number of object-oriented (object

= process component) process interface units. Thus, the protection and control system

configuration is characterized by decentralization and the use of object-oriented intelligence. The

arrangement satisfies the requirements of redundancy and physical separation. It includes

intelligent self-monitoring of protective circuits.



The use of serial communication links guarantees interference-free performance and

reduces cabling. Standardization of the object-oriented circuits minimizes maintenance and the

necessary stock of spare parts. The arrangement will also tend to improve availability, since

components can be replaced quickly and simply.



A very important aspect is that the software is also standardized to simple program

functions. This makes it easy even for non-"computer specialist" to manage the control system

design, and it will also simplify implementing new micro-computer generations in the future.

The decentralized configuration, combined with the use of isolation devices, reduces the

safety concern of a damaged control room. If the control room should become unavailable, the

operating personnel may supervise the process from a separate emergency monitoring centre. The

concept allows substantial reduction of space, and has resulted in savings in terms of reduced

building volumes.
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The man-machine communication in the control room, Cf. Figure5.1.3., is facilitated by

a consistent use of video display units (VDUs), keyboards, and display maps. The main control

room contains several work positions, each equipped with a number of VDUs. Typically, one

VDU will display a total view of the process in interest, another will provide a list of alarms, and

a third VDU will display a diagram with sufficient detail to facilitate operator action. This

arrangement is supplemented with a special overview panel, on which an "overview" of plant

functions and status is provided by conventional instruments as well as computer-based VDU

displays (VDU projections or EL displays). The overview presentation shows the main process

in the form of a flow diagram and indicates the status (normal, disturbed or failed) of various plant

functions in correspondence with the operating instructions for the plant. It is visible to all

operators in the control room.

The status of safety-related systems and functions is presented in a similar way, in

accordance with the organization of the Emergency Operation Procedures (EOF). The

parameters that are of immediate interest in a disturbance situation, are presented in a direct form.

This means that the reactor pressure vessel with in- and outflow connections, together with

neutron flux, water level, and reactor pressure, as well as control rods fully in (or not), are

displayed directly. Other safety functions are indicated as normal, disturbed or failed in a similar

way as for the plant overview, with detailed information at the reactor operator's desk. In this

context, it can be noted that the computer-based reactor scram function via the reactor protection

system (RPS) has been supplemented by a scram backup system that is implemented in hard-wired

equipment.

The main computer has the task of collecting information from the process control

systems, and it communicates with the distributed micro-computers via serial links. The main

computer compiles information and generates reports, such as daily &amp; weekly operation reports,

reports of periodic testing, actual status reports, and disturbance reports. During normal plant

operation, the main computer will present occurrences on VDU displays in the control room and

in a special "observation room".

The electrical power systems for safety-related objects are strictly divided into four

separated sub-divisions - a principle that is implemented in the operating BWR 75 plants and

maintained in the BWR 90.

For the ordinary power distribution, some simplifications have been introduced. Voltage

stability considerations limit the ratio between direct-on-line starting motor loads and available

short circuit power on each busbar; this has been a design constraint in previous plants. In the

BWR 90, the ratings of some of the major plant loads have been reduced by design changes in

process systems, and the main feedwater pumps in the turbine plant have been provided with static

power supply converters. Modern switchgear components, having higher short circuit current

ratings, are now available, and consequently a significant simplification of the structure of the

auxiliary power supply systems has been made possible.

Another visible feature is the simplification at the DC distribution level; DC distributions

at several voltage levels for power supply to control equipment have been replaced by power

supply from battery-backed AC distribution, using distributed AC/DC converters for the supply

to the different types of equipment.
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5.1.2.4. Safety considerations and emergency protection



With respect to design for safety, an important point of discussion in the nuclear

community in recent years relates to the concepts of redundancy, diversity, and passivity. All the

three concepts are associated with pros and cons. Briefly, redundancy and physical separation of

safety systems increase reliability, mitigate the effects of external events, and tend to relax the

need for quick repair. Extensive separation also minimizes the risk of undesirable system

interaction. Full credit from extensive redundancy may be limited by the occurrence of common

cause failure (CCF).

Diversifying safety functions is an effective means to avoid sensitivity to CCFs, but since

it tends to increase the number of types of equipment, it might be detrimental to simplification and

cost reduction. There is also the risk of faulty maintenance and repair. Finally, passivity means

the use of systems independent of power sources and operator action. In particular, the issue of

human error has appeared to represent a main argument in favor of passive safety functions. While

the introduction of passivity in this sense certainly is worth while exploring, as is now done in

several design concepts, it may be a good idea not to deprive the operator of his ability to respond

intelligently to emergencies.

It is necessary to strike a balance among these design aspects and to implement that

balance in specific designs. Since BWR 90 is based mainly on technology used in operating

plants, the balance here leans towards redundancy, separation and diversity: However, passivity

is also embodied in some design features. For example, no operator action is needed within 30

minutes of a disturbance that could threaten safety barriers. Furthermore, systems introduced to

mitigate the effects of a severe accident (see below) were designed for passivity.

5.1.2.5. Buildings and structures



The plant and buildings of the BWR 90 are laid out and designed to satisfy aspects of

safety, maintenance and communication in a balanced way. The layout is strongly influenced by

safety requirements, in particular the physical separation of safety-related equipment. With

respect to building layout and arrangement ABB Atom has traditionally favoured a coordinated

and compact building complex; the number of doors and transport openings, release points,

transport routes etc. can be kept low and supervision becomes easier.

The general arrangement of the buildings is characterized by a division into an essentially

nuclear and safety-related portion, consisting of the reactor building, the diesel buildings and the

control building, and a more conventional portion that comprises the turbo-generator and auxiliary

systems of the plant. The "conventional" part is separated from the former by a wide

communication area. This arrangement is advantageous when building the plant as well as during

plant operation, since the conventional part does not interfere with the nuclear part.

The building arrangement is also characterized by a system of communication routes for

personnel and equipment, between and inside buildings, that serves to facilitate maintenance,

inspection and repair work by ensuring good accessibility to plant equipment. Together with a

suitable design and installation of the process systems, a meticulous choice of materials, a proper

routing of ventilation air flows, this paves the ground for achieving low operational radiation

exposure; the BWR 75 plants, the forerunner to the BWR 90, have been operated at an annual

occupational exposure of 1 mansievert or lower.
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The reactor building encloses the reactor primary containment and forms a secondary

containment. The building also houses all primary process and service systems for the reactor,

such as handling equipment for fuel and main components, fuel pools, reactor water cleanup

system and engineered safety systems.

In comparison with previous plants, a substantial reduction of building volumes has been achieved,

implying a significant cost reduction. Nevertheless, BWR 90, like previous plants, is characterized

by a fairly spacious layout, which ensures easy access to the plant components. The installation

and ventilation principles are maintained and the material specifications even more stringent;

hence, low occupational exposures are anticipated also for the BWR 90 plants.

The BWR 90 pressure-suppression containment consists of a cylindrical prestressed

concrete structure with an embedded steel liner - as in all previous ABB Atom plants. The

containment vessel, including the pressure-suppression system and other internal structural parts

as well as the pools above the containment, forms a monolithic unit and is statically free from the

surrounding reactor building, except for the common foundation slab.



When the design review of the BWR 90 was initiated, regulatory developments indicated

a need to strengthen the capability of the reactor containment to withstand the effects of a core

melt accident. Such requirements are now codified in Finland and Sweden. The essential features

of the BWR 90 containment to achieve enhanced environmental safety, including protection

during a degraded core accident, are:



1.

2.

3.



The blow-down of steam to the suppression pool passes through vertical concrete

pathways to horizontal openings between drywell and wetwell.

The relief pipes from the safety/relief valves are drawn into the suppression pool via the

lower drywell rather than penetrating the drywell-wetwell intermediate floor.

A pool is provided at the bottom section of the lower drywell for the purpose of collecting

and confining fuel melt debris. The pool is permanently filled with water to enhance

passive safety.



These arrangements improve the reliability of the pressure-suppression system and reduce

the probability of containment leakage during an accident. In addition, the containment vessel can

be vented, manually or passively through a rupture disc, to the stack through a filter system,

installed in the reactor building. This filter is similar to the filtered venting systems installed at all

nuclear power plants in Sweden. Arrangements are also made to enable filling the containment

with water to the level of the top of the core, in order to establish a final stable state following a

severe accident involving core damage; this water is supplied to the containment spray system and

the providing system uses a completely independent water source and power supply.



The safety-related portions of the building complex, the reactor building with the reactor

containment, the adjacent diesel buildings, and the control building, are designed to withstand the

effects of earthquakes; the standard nuclear island is designed to sustain a "safe shutdown

earthquake" of 0,25 g.

5.1.3. Safety concept



The engineered safety systems in BWR 90 are characterized by their consistent division

into four redundant and physically separated subsystems. This concept that was introduced

already in TVO I and II and further developed in Forsmark 3 and Oskarshamn 3, has been
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